High output nanogenerator based on assembly of GaN nanowires
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Abstract
GaN nanowires (NWs) were synthesized through a vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) process. Based on structural analysis, the \(c\)-axis of the NW was confirmed to be perpendicular to the growth direction. Nanogenerators (NGs) fabricated by rational assembly of the GaN NWs produced an output voltage up to 1.2 V and output current density of 0.16 \(\mu\)A cm\(^{-2}\). The measured performance of the GaN NGs was consistent with the calculations using finite element analysis (FEA). (Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction
Harvesting energy from our living environment is a very active research field for powering micro/nano-systems [1]. Nowadays, various approaches have been developed for solar cells [2–5], thermoelectric cells [6, 7], hydrogen fuel cells [8, 9], etc. Mechanical energy, such as vibrational energy, body movement, and heart beating, can serve as energy resources at any time and in any place. Recently, piezoelectric nanogenerators (NGs) [10–17] have been developed by taking advantage of the piezoelectric property of semiconductor nanostructures to convert mechanical energy into electric energy. NGs based on different kinds of nanomaterials have been demonstrated, including ZnO [10–16], GaN [17], and lead zirconate titanate (PZT) [18]. Owing to the large direct band gap, good thermal stability and high mobility [19], GaN has shown outstanding optoelectronic properties, and reveals great application potentials in many fields, but it has been rarely used for NGs especially with high output performance.

In this work, by utilizing rational assembly of GaN nanowires (NWs), we demonstrate the first NGs of GaN with high output performance. The NG was fabricated by an assembly of GaN NWs on a flexible substrate, and an output voltage up to 1.2 V was achieved. The measured output voltage was consistent with numerical calculation using finite element analysis (FEA).

2. Experimental section
The growth of GaN NWs was based on a promotion of previously described vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) processes [17]. First, a 2 nm thick Ni film was deposited on the (001) Si substrate by magnetron sputtering. This thin metal film served as a catalyst for the growth of GaN NWs. Then, the as-prepared substrate was placed in the middle of an alumina boat, while gallium metal was placed on both ends of the boat as a Ga source. The placement of Ga metal on both ends could effectively prevent oxidation of the product. Finally, the whole boat was put in the middle of a horizontal tube furnace and was evacuated to a pressure below 8 \(\times\) \(10^{-3}\) Torr to remove oxygen and moisture. With an ammonia gas flow of 30 sccm (standard cubic centimeters per minute), the furnace was heated to 900°C and then kept at 900°C for 30 min. The GaN NWs were formed due to the chemical reaction at high temperature between Ga metal and NH\(_3\). Compared to the previous work using sapphire substrate and metal–organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) for depositing GaN thin
Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the structure of the GaN NG. (b) Cross-sectional SEM image showing the composite structure of the GaN NG.

Figure 2. Crystal structure and composition of the as-synthesized GaN NWs. (a) Top-view SEM image of the GaN NWs. The inset is a high magnification SEM image showing the triangular cross section of the NW. (b) EDS analysis of the GaN NWs. (c) High magnification TEM image of a single GaN NW; the inset is the corresponding selected-area diffraction pattern. (d) High resolution TEM image of a single GaN NW.
Figure 3. (a) Output voltage of the NG with forward connection. (b) Output current of the NG with forward connection. (c) Output voltage of the NG with reverse connection. (d) Output current of the NG with reverse connection.

Figure 4. Comparison of electrical measurement between normal NG devices and the devices without the GaN NWs. (a) Comparison of output voltage between normal NG devices and the devices without the GaN NWs. The right image is the output voltage of devices without GaN NWs at high magnification. (b) Comparison of output current between normal NG devices and the devices without the GaN NWs. The right image is the output current of devices without GaN NWs at high magnification.

of the copper grid. Based on the TEM image in figure 2(c) and the inset diffraction pattern, the growth orientation of the NW is (1010). This orientation is perpendicular to the $c$ axis of the NWs, which is consistent with a previous study of GaN NWs [17]. The high resolution TEM image of the GaN NWs is shown in figure 2(d). The planar distance of the crystal planes which are perpendicular to the direction of the NW is measured to be 0.273 nm, which further confirmed that the orientation of the NWs is along the (1010) direction.

For the measurement of electrical output, the as-fabricated GaN NG was attached to a flexible polystyrene (PS) substrate and then an external force was applied to bend the PS substrate
with a linear motor. For simplicity, it was assumed that the NWs only experienced compressive strain due to a much larger thickness of the PS substrate relative to that of the assembled NG. The triangular cross section, the crystal structure and the orientation of the NWs play very important roles in the NG’s high output performance. A piezoelectric polarization across the top and bottom electrodes was produced when the NG was bent (to be discussed in figure 5). The potential difference will drive the electrons flowing in the external circuit, from the bottom electrode to the top electrode. When the applied force is withdrawn, the strain in the NWs as well as the potential difference between the two electrodes disappears. The accumulated electrons at the top electrode will flow back, and thus an ac output signal is produced [13]. This working mechanism is similar to that of our previously demonstrated ZnO NG [15], while the major difference is that the overall component of the c axis across the thickness of the NG results from the triangular cross section of the NW, rather than the conical shape of the NW in the ZnO NG.

The typical electrical output of the assembled NG is shown in figures 3(a) and (b). The measured output voltage and the output current could be up to 1.2 V and 40 nA, respectively. The corresponding output current density was 0.16 μA cm⁻². For verification purposes, we also measured the output of the NG with a reverse connection to the external measuring circuit. It can be seen in figures 3(c) and (d) that the sign of the output signal of the reverse connected NG was just opposite to that of the forward connected one. Thus it was confirmed that most of the measured signal came from NGs rather than from environmental noise [20].

To further confirm the validity of measurement and exclude the possible effect of environmental noise or systematic errors, we conducted a control experiment comparing the electrical output of the NG devices without the GaN NWs to that of the normal NG devices. As could be observed in figures 4(a) and (b), the output voltage and output current of the devices without the GaN NWs were two orders and three orders of magnitude lower than those of the devices with the GaN NWs, respectively. Therefore, it was ensured that possible noise in this measurement system could be neglected.

Though the performance of the GaN NG was not higher than that of the previously demonstrated ZnO NG with similar structure, it was still more promising in some specific cases. First, an ultimate goal for our NG projects was to develop self-powered nano-systems. GaN was widely used for optoelectronic devices such as light-emitting diodes and quantum well lasers [21]. The GaN-based NG had potential applications for fabricating hybrid devices which could harvest energy from the environment and drive functional parts of the devices. Second, defects such as oxygen vacancies were inevitable during the synthesis of ZnO NWs, which was a major drawback of the ZnO NG due to the screening effect from high carrier density, while the unintentionally doped GaN NWs were relatively free of such defects, and thus much higher performance could be anticipated if advanced techniques such as MOCVD or molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) were employed to grow the GaN NWs with higher qualities.

To understand the mechanism of harvesting energy with this structure, we calculated the potential across the thickness of the NG structure with a simple model using finite element analysis (FEA), as shown in figures 5(a) and (b). The three side surfaces of the GaN NW were (000₁), (121₁), and (121₁) [22]. The NG structure is a ‘capacitor-like’ plate structure in which the GaN NWs and PMMA serve as a composite ‘dielectric medium’. Since the cross section of the NW is an isosceles triangle, we assume that each of its three side surfaces has an equal possibility to lie flat on the substrate. Based on this assumption, three NWs with different orientations were placed in a unit cell. The whole structure was considered as a cantilever with its one end being fixed and a periodic force of 40 MPa being applied at the top edge of the other end. Lipmann theory [23] was used to calculate the piezopotential introduced inside the NW. For simplicity of the simulation, the NWs were taken to have a uniform size of 19 μm × 5 μm. In this case, the density of NWs in the unit cell was 20,000 NWs mm⁻², which matches the density of NWs in the realized structure. The material constants of the GaN NW were taken as \( a = 0.3189 \text{ nm}, \ c = 0.5185 \text{ nm}, \)
$C_{11} = 390$ GPa, $C_{12} = 145$ GPa, $C_{13} = 106$ GPa, $C_{33} = 398$ GPa, $C_{44} = 105$ GPa, piezoelectric constants $e_{15} = e_{31} = -0.49$ C m$^{-2}$, $e_{33} = 0.73$ C m$^{-2}$, relative dielectric constants $k_{11} = k_{22} = 9.28$, $k_{33} = 10.01$ [24], and the density of GaN $\rho = 6150$ kg m$^{-3}$. For the purpose of simplicity, the NWs were assumed to be insulating.

The calculation result is shown in figure 5(c). It is shown that the calculated potential across the thickness of this structure is 1.5 V. The measured output voltage of 1.2 V was consistent with this calculation result. The measured output voltage was a little lower than the calculation result and this was probably due to the screening effect of the GaN NWs, since the GaN NWs were not ideally insulating [25].

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have successfully fabricated high output NGs using GaN NWs with triangular cross section. The GaN NW shows an orientation of $\langle 10\overline{1}0 \rangle$ along the NW direction, with the $c$ axis perpendicular to the NW. The as-fabricated NG is a ‘capacitor-like’ plate structure, in which GaN NWs and PMMA serve as ‘dielectric media’. The output voltage and output current density could be up to 1.2 V and 0.16 $\mu$A cm$^{-2}$, respectively. The calculated piezopotential is consistent with the measured output. This study shows that GaN NWs can be a good candidate for fabricating high output NGs for driving small electric devices.
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